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The Legend of the Unicorn
Sometime in the distant past in a realm far-far-away in the terrains of the

ceaseless spring, a lord sat in his brilliant seat and managed his realm in

ideal congruity. An individual can feel only richness at seeing the grand

mansion in which the lord and his little girl lived, the superb climate of the

forested areas spread all around the palace, and to wrap things up – the

staggering excellence of the princess.







 

It was unadulterated Heaven-on-Earth; there was nothing that could even

accomplish the flawlessness of this spot. The excellence of the backwoods

made it astounding, and one more thing made it forcing. In those woods

lived animals of time obscure, and one of them was the most valuable of all

and pursued for quite a long time for its mystical horn – the monster known

as a unicorn. One-day, gossip began spreading. Somebody saw a white

animal with the vibes of a pony, yet having an excellent horn, and abruptly

all men got their blades and lances, their bloodlust and savagery. The chase

had started.





While the ruler's men were all setting lights ablaze and honing their

apparatuses, the youthful princess was at her chamber, brushing her

delightful satiny fair hair. She was the flawless lady in the entire realm with

a heart as delicate as a rose. Plus a spirit as spotless as the water from the

Fountain of Youth in the forested areas. She had a brave soul, and that day

she chose to go for a stroll in the encompassing timberlands. Pushed by the

longing to pick some new blossoms, she left the stronghold and headed

towards the forested areas.

With all magnificence of the trees and blossoms and the precious stone

cleanness of the mineral springs, she forgot about time and meandered

around for quite a long time. Out of nowhere, she was exceptionally

profound into the forested areas. She began understanding that the forested

areas were getting hazier and more obscure, and the trees were losing their

excellence, the grass was dead, and there were no creatures around. She

began being terrified and recollected a story heard sometime in the past

from her babysitter, a tale about the Dark Forest, somewhere inside the

excellent encompassing woods. Everybody trusted it was only a legend that

it was certifiably not a genuine spot, yet directly at that point, she was

thoroughly considering it. "Would it be able to be trying…?" she was

unable to try and finish her idea when tree limbs began getting her legs and



arms and taking her more profound and more profound into the backwoods.

The animal was venturing delicately onto the grass, gradually moving

between the trees, heading towards the little dale where she was lying

unwittingly. As drawing nearer, it saw the immaculateness of the young

lady before him and gradually started to believe that guiltless house cleaner.

At the point when unicorn got to her, he bowed his neck down, took a

gander at her lovely face, including gradually rested close to her. Inevitably,

she woke up, and right off the bat got somewhat frightened, yet in the wake

of taking a gander at its innocent bruised eyes, she had a sense of security.

At that point, the white monster stood up and let her jump on its back, and

the two of them headed towards the mansion. The princess was enchanted

by that animal's guiltlessness and respectability, by its elegant developments

between the trees. And its delicate strides on the grass – unadulterated

amicability.

When they arrived at the stronghold and went inside the stone dividers out

of nowhere, a great deal of outfitted individuals encompassed them, and the

unicorn began neighing and moving unexpectedly. The princess got down

on the ground, also began shouting plus telling the men that the animal

spared her life and took her back to the stronghold. When the ruler came,

she clarified all that occurred. He, while crying, and revealed to her that

everybody had been stress over her. He embraced his valuable girl and took



a gander at the alarmed monster. Not up to that point, he understood that the

unicorn is perfect and the guiltless animals of all.

During the banquet that night, it articulated that the unicorn is a consecrated
creature, and it was prohibited chasing it. In the wake of sparing the
youthful princess, the monster left the mansion and never got back. Nobody
ever observed it again, however now all men knew reality with regards to
the unicorn. It is saying that the ruler is a little girl who met the unicorn
once more, yet that is an alternate story.



The Shine unicorn
Once upon a time shine was unicorn called girl and she was living in the

place, where fairies and elves lived. The land was not anywhere; it had been

just an area where you will only dream and think. Shine was owned by a

prince, which was named as Annie. Annie lived in a big place with the use

of attractive and eye-catching elements in the business.



There were many other unicorns with shimmering manes and tails, but
Shine was the sole unicorn that did not sparkle just like the others and this

made her sad and desire deed. Annie refused with the will of shine, and
made her life troublous with presentation of different rules as well.  "Shine

has run away!" Annie said. Annie was so upset that she just had to leap onto
another unicorn and ride into the enchanted woods and appearance for

Shine.

Meanwhile Shine saw a gorgeous sparkling tree. The tree had a message on
the wide trunk and it said, 'You have one wish. As soon as Shine was close
to make a wish Annie and therefore the unicorn arrived. Annie decided to
get back shine, and it was made with the support of new resources, for
getting beauty in palace.   Shine back to the palace and for the remainder of
that day Shine was brooding about the magical tree and therefore the wish.



The next day Shine just had to run out of the palace stables and visit the
magical tree another time. She finally arrived and she or he wished to
possess wings and sparkle a bit like the opposite unicorns. A gust of wind
blew and eventually Shine had beautiful pink and purple sparkly wings and
she or he shimmered with gold sparkles and she or he felt so delighted
happily. She tried to run fast with good wings, which were admired by the
others, and it is source of success according to her friends as well. Shine
was never unhappy again and lived happily ever after within the enchanted
woods with Princess Annie and everyone her friendly unicorns.



The Little Mermaid
Out of sight, deep in the ocean where the water is exceptionally profound,
the Sea King ruled over the undersea world. The single most profound spot
of the sea was his château. The dividers were laced with blue coral. On the
rooftop were shells that opened and shut depending on the flow of the
ocean. What is more, this is home to the Sea King, his mother, and four
pleasant little girls who were only a year apart in age each. The most
youthful of the four princesses was the Little Mermaid. She invested a lot of
her energy investigating ships that had tumbled to the lower part of the
ocean. These ships held fortunes from the world above! She would swim
gallantly to these ships, aiding her curious little mind. At the same time, she
would sing. As she sang, fish hovered around to hear her, for the Little
Mermaid's voice was the most delightful of its kind.





 

She recounted icy masses drifting in the ocean with sparkling brilliance. All
the boats remained far away from the chunks of ice, she recalled, as though
in dread. Be that as it may, the ice sheets didn't appear to be lonesome. They
resembled companions, drifting near one another. "This is no issue," said
the Sea Witch when the Little Mermaid mentioned to her what she required.
"I fix issues a lot harder than this. Why, have legs? You should drink my
concoction." Then she went to confront the young lady. "However, I don't
simply part with it, you know." "Gracious!" said the Little Mermaid. "What
on earth is your cost?" In her heart, she felt a small rush of adrenaline laced
with hope. So there was a way she could have two legs and be with the
ruler!

Without a moment's delay, the Sea King hurried to see the Sea Witch. She
chuckled. She said there was just a single method to protect his most
youthful little girl from her destiny. On the priceless condition that he
would hand over his powerful staff to her, the Little Mermaid could be
saved. With the staff on her fingertips, the Sea Witch could run the hidden
world realm! The Sea King took a deep, worried breath. What else might he
be able to do? Along these lines, he concurred. The Sea Witch took hold of
the staff and snickered in joy, and she hurried to the wedding boat to see her
triumph. The Little Mermaid saw the Sea Witch emerge from the ocean.
She saw that with the staff, and the Sea Witch had become a towering ocean
beast. Limbs were spurting from her monstrous body like an octopus. The
Little Mermaid realized she should protect the sovereign and even his new
lady. On realizing this, he took out the blade. All at once, one of the Sea
Witches limbs connected and lifted the Little Mermaid directly off the boat!
"This is the end for you!" sneered the Sea Witch.



Before the Little Mermaid knew it, she was hovering in the air. She spun to
the very chest of the Sea Witch. The blade she was holding – the Sea
Witch's one of a kind blade – she utilized it and rammed it profoundly into
the beast's chest. The Sea Witch reeled back in torment, and the Little
Mermaid was released. On the boat, the visitors went around in dread. The
ruler shot many bolts at the beast. At long last, the Sea Witch dropped down
under the water. As she fell, the Little Mermaid's voice was on the left, and
it got back to her. At this point, the princess yelled in a rough cruel voice,
"What a terrible realm this is! You can't have a peaceful wedding!" The
king heard the princess’ plea and realized that she was not who he thought
she was. Then, the Little Mermaid began to sing. The ruler realized that the
voice he recalled had a place with the exceptional one he had developed to
adore.

The furious princess stomped off the wedding transport, with her family
following not far behind. When the Sea King showed up, the staff was
coasting in the ocean, as though it were sitting tight for him. With a
compass of his arm, it was rightfully his once more. "Well!" said the Sea
King. "I see my girl is in loving hands." and, with a flood of his staff, he
lifted the Little Mermaid back onto the boat. The sovereign put his arms
around her. "Presently, I realized it was you from the beginning!" said the
monarch. "Will you wed me?" The Little Mermaid had her voice back at
this point. With all the joy in her heart, she was left speechless with happy
astonishment. She gestured "yes" with a comforting grin. Finally, the much-
awaited wedding occurred, leaving the newlyweds in happy anticipation of
their new life together.



Daisy Princess
One upon a time, a gorgeous princess named Daisy lived in a beautiful

kingdom; she has all kinds of facilities, which you can imagine. She has

golden hair with blue eyes and wearing an eye-catching dress. She was

good looking and had some complexities in her life. Her mother died after

her birth, and her father raised her with kindness and love. In this process, a

nursemaid name Heidi helped the king for the development of Daisy. Daisy

was walking in the garden and thinking that her mother is seeing her and

praising her due to beauty, gorgeousness, and fairness. 



 

These moments were severe, as Daisy lived with the dream of a loving

mother, but this truth remained hidden for some time. After a short time, the

garden dreams became wrong, and Daisy realized that she had no mother.

At the age of twelve, Daisy became troubled as a neighboring country

imposed war on her father's kingdom. Her father took it seriously and

organized the army to get safety in his state with proper actions.

In this situation, Daisy was afraid of her father's life, as he was willing to

lead the army to protect his kingdom. Daisy started to argue with her father

for not going to the battle. King tried to convince his daughter with

politeness, as it is the king's responsibility to save his public and kingdom.

He also assured her daughter that he would come back with protected

status. In the morning, Daisy saw that her father traveled for the battle, and

Daisy felt alone with Heidi. She tried to make her happy by accompanying

her with pleasuring actions. Daisy liked to live independently for thinking

about her mother, as she would have her for peace and happiness. This

scenario made her more worried, and a flower seems a unique dropped on

her feet. She picked and saw a pretty fairy in it.



Daisy amazed by this scene, and she asked for a fairy, "who are you"? Fairy

replied that I am Bloom, and I am here to fulfill your wish, and you can ask

any desire from me now. Daisy was surprised that I could ask for the

completion of any appetite. Bloom replied that yes, you could, but I can

fulfill your one wish only.



Daisy was ready to present her wish, but Bloom gave her twenty-four hours

to finalize a wish. Daisy spent her rest day with thinking about Bloom. At

the dinner, she attended the party with Heidi and other servants, who were

in trouble due to war horror. They were saying that the king and other

persons are in serious threat. This discussion made Daisy troubled; she

started to prepare her mind about her wish. The next day, she reached in the

garden and saw Bloom present her wish. Now, Daisy mentioned her hope

that she is willing to peace between both kingdoms by ending the war.

Bloom confirmed the wish and fulfilled, as daisy saw that horses are

coming back from battle. Her father stopped the horse and met her daughter

with the announcement of peace in the kingdom.



 

As she met with her father, Daisy was delighted, and she realized that the
life of human beings is essential than his wish to have a mother. Now, the
king surprised her daughter, and he ordered to bring pink carriage as a
beautiful woman came out. She was a kind woman and met with Daisy
various times at different festivals. Daisy was happy with this gorgeous
woman, and she became more pleased with her father's announcement as he
had decided to marry her. Now, Daisy was delighted, as she felt that she has
a mother now with peace in the kingdom.
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